Raising Vibrations
1st March 2020 (1 + 3 + 2 + 2 = 8)
Why was six afraid of seven? 7, 8, 9…..

Publisher mailing list membership drew my attention to a book title along the lines of "Raising
Your Vibrations for The New Something" and if you have already read or know about the book
(released by Ozark Mountain Publishing) please don't castigate me; I don't and haven't .
Speaking of reading books, [Sidebar folks….] I've done it from time-to-time, usually ingesting a
half dozen per year, sometimes in Spanish. A few consumed the last few years:
Title
Author
Confederacy of Dunces
John Kennedy Toole
Cinco Esquinas
Vargas Llosa
Pantaleón y Las Visitadoras
"
The Sun Also Rises
Hemingway
For Whom The Bell Tolls
"
Del Amor y Otros Demonios
García Márquez
Memoria de Mis Putas Tristes
"
The Rosie Project
Graeme Simsion
Island at the Center of the World
Russell Shorto
To Kill A Mockingbird
Harper Lee
Go Set A Watchman
"
In Cold Blood
Truman Capote
Go Ask Alice
Anonymous
The Last Juror
John Grisham
Kite Runner
Khaled Hosseini
The Master Of Everything
James Nussbaumer
Mastering Your Own Spiritual Freedom
"
And Then I Knew My Abundance
"

Remarks
Hilarious and entertaining!
Nobel Prize author, says it all
"
"
"
"
"
Lovely story
The USA begins
Touching story
Reality arrives for Scout
Superb chronicle
Different and Good
Mississippi whodunit
Very good
Wow
More wow
Triple Wow

Okay, enough of that and we turn to the topic of the session.
Q:
Esteemed Committee, often this term comes up and my interpretation is that it means
improvement. Am I on or off track?

C:
This depends on the track you wish. The route you prefer, and more likely the
destination.
Q:
Okay, what destinations are available as they relate to raising vibrations?
C:
All, they are not dependent upon one another. Raining vibrations is an effect, not a cause.
It is a symptom, not a catalyst.
Q:
What do authorities on the topic, such as the author of the book I mentioned, mean when
using the phrase?
C:
Many things are meant and understood by the many who say it. We shall say simply, that
one should not try to raise vibrations for the sake of the vibrations. They do not control, manage,
manipulate or mitigate anything. Vibrations simply reflect what is causing them.
Q:
C:

Do the colors and their changes in a person's aura reflect vibrations?
Yes. The frequencies of light is its color, shade, hue and tint and mean different things.

Q:
Can a person become more accepting & forgiving or angrier & bitter, very quickly upon
seeing something suddenly, then have their aura colors change just as fast?
C:
Of course, a body's aura is its soul shining through. You may turn extremely angry and
you aura will flash red very quickly to any observer.
Q:
Why can't humans see other people's auras?
C:
Two reasons, first so that you may see what is next to them and second, so that you will
feel their aura, not just look upon it and ignore everything but what your eye organs detect.
Q:
What does somebody do, what can be done, to make vibrations increase?
C:
First, ignore the vibrations themselves. We offer a comparison; does music you like very
much sound better if received through a station broadcast on 88.7 FM or 106.5 ??
Think good thoughts towards others. Look upon people you either know or do not know. Think
of their life, what good things it has given them and what other good things it could have. Think
if you could give the person you see good things, even if you do not know what such
improvements would be. If you had the power to give another person health, tranquility, peace,
love of and from their family, their spouse and their children at no cost to yourself, would you.
The good news is, you CAN give a person these things, with your thoughts. Set aside
confirmation of the effect and believe that if you wish a person to have a better anything with
their spouse, the good will, energy and desire you offer will reach both the target of your
intentions and also other involved who could improve for your target and themselves.
Doing this will cause your vibrations to rise.
Q:
Ok, so we turn up our frequency and violà! That woman is suddenly having wild
whatevers with her boyfriend, husband, girlfriend or somebody, maybe several and they're all

enjoying each other more. I have no idea and probably don't want too many ideas but…what
happens to me afterwards? I sent her a desire for improved relationships and…what?
C:
Like frequencies attract, we again refer to radio… how pleasant is it to reach a station
after much static. Your rising vibrations, as a rising tide lifts all boats, will tune your radio to
receive vibrations in and of a similar range. You will feel better.
Q:
That's it? Think good for and upon others?
C:
That is it. Your vibrations will rise as fast and as high as you wish, with repeated,
consistent goodwill directed towards others.
Q:
How common is it to hear, and sadly sometimes observe, the ever happy person described
as being called naïve, simplistic and worse. Is such a happy person really happier?
C:
Yes. You would love a walk in their shoes and you can do this, with your own shoes.
Q:
Simply think good thoughts?
C:
Yes, upon anything you see and enjoy. Thank the oceans for the waves, water and
soothing sounds you hear and like. Thank the trees for their shade, oxygen and beauty. Thank the
dogs for their fun, love and protection. Thank the humans around you for their company. Show
benevolence and gratitude at anything you find pleasing or in need of some. Help where you can,
assist when not asked.
Q:
Thank you, Esteemed Committee.
C:
Welcome you are, all of you, as always and forever. Do return one and all when you
wish.

